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Research DirectionResearch Direction

►►Cultural history of early ChinaCultural history of early China

►►The manThe man--made landscapemade landscape

►►Textual descriptionsTextual descriptions

►►Archaeological dataArchaeological data



ChangChang’’anan as imperial capitalas imperial capital

►►Qin Dynasty 221Qin Dynasty 221--206 BCE206 BCE

►►Western Han Dynasty 206 BCE Western Han Dynasty 206 BCE –– 23 CE23 CE

►►Period of Disunion (local capital)Period of Disunion (local capital)

►►Tang Dynasty 618 Tang Dynasty 618 –– 907 BCE907 BCE



Development of early Chinese Development of early Chinese 
capitalscapitals

►►Walled capitals of small statesWalled capitals of small states

►►UnwalledUnwalled capital of Qin empirecapital of Qin empire

►►Walled capital of Han empireWalled capital of Han empire



Literary Reconstructions Literary Reconstructions 

►► Ban Gu Ban Gu 班固班固 ““LiangLiang Du FuDu Fu”” 兩都賦兩都賦

►► Shiji Shiji ““HequHequ ShuShu””史記河渠書史記河渠書

►► Hanshu Hanshu 漢書地理志漢書地理志

►► SanfuSanfu HuangtuHuangtu 三輔黃圖三輔黃圖

►► ChangChang’’an an TongshiTongshi 長安通史長安通史

►► ChangChang’’an Zhian Zhi 長安志長安志

►► ShuijingzhuShuijingzhu 水經注水經注



Song Dynasty Stone Map Song Dynasty Stone Map 
Reconstruction of Tang CapitalReconstruction of Tang Capital



Archaeological ResearchArchaeological Research

Archaeological Plan of 
Han Chang’an



Modern Reconstruction Modern Reconstruction 
of Tang of Tang ChangChang’’anan

Xiong, Victor Cunrui. Sui-Tang Chang’an: A Study 
in the Urban History of Medieval China. 2000 



王才強. A digital reconstruction of tang Chang'an. 2007 



王才強. A digital reconstruction of tang Chang'an. 2007 





““JapaneseJapanese”” Survey MapsSurvey Maps

►►Begun in early 1930Begun in early 1930’’ss
►►Most surveying and drafting before Most surveying and drafting before 

Japanese invasionJapanese invasion
►►Classified and taken to Japan after the Classified and taken to Japan after the 

invasion, then most to the US after invasion, then most to the US after 
Japanese defeatJapanese defeat



Survey Map Quadrant, 1:10,000, 1933



►►Current satellite image (Google Map)Current satellite image (Google Map)



Detail from southwest of Han city wall



Previous research on the historical Previous research on the historical 
landscape using maps landscape using maps 

►►Frank Leeming, Frank Leeming, ““Official Landscapes in Official Landscapes in 
Traditional ChinaTraditional China”” , , Journal of the Economic Journal of the Economic 
and Social History of the Orientand Social History of the Orient, 23 (1980)., 23 (1980).



►►Traces of earlier roadway grid system visible Traces of earlier roadway grid system visible 
within later, less organized developmentwithin later, less organized development



►►Areas with evidence of early roadway gridsAreas with evidence of early roadway grids



►►LeemingLeeming:: rectilinear grids are a result of  rectilinear grids are a result of  
jingtianjingtian 井田井田 and and juntianjuntian 郡田郡田 systems of systems of 
dividing agricultural land, originating at least as dividing agricultural land, originating at least as 
early as Five Dynasties and progressively early as Five Dynasties and progressively 
modified. modified. 



1:10,000 maps with roadway traces

Digitized maps around Han capitalDigitized maps around Han capital



Mawandui small city map
馬王堆小城圖 ca. 180 BCE

Han MapsHan Maps



Issue of DatingIssue of Dating

►►Assumption of the durability of roadways Assumption of the durability of roadways 
over long time spansover long time spans

►►Question of when the roadway grid Question of when the roadway grid 
originated.originated.

►►Alignment with Han Dynasty gatesAlignment with Han Dynasty gates



Graded roadway cut through 
hill south of Han city gate 



State Ritual Facilities South of State Ritual Facilities South of 
ChangChang’’anan

►►ShejiSheji 社稷社稷 (Altars to Earth and Grain), built (Altars to Earth and Grain), built 
during reign of Aidi during reign of Aidi 哀帝哀帝 (r, 7 BC(r, 7 BC--1BC)1BC)

►►Mingtang Mingtang 明堂明堂 built during reign of Pingdi built during reign of Pingdi 
平帝平帝 (1BC(1BC--5AD) under orders of the regent, 5AD) under orders of the regent, 
Wang Mang Wang Mang 王莽王莽

►►Jiumiao Jiumiao 九廟九廟, imperial ancestral temples for , imperial ancestral temples for 
Wang Mang (9 AD Wang Mang (9 AD --23) 23) 



Wang Mang Jiumiao

王莽九廟
Sheji 社稷

Biyong 辟雍 – Mingtang 明堂

Qiandian
前殿



Distinguishing between Han and Distinguishing between Han and 
Tang dynasty roadway systemsTang dynasty roadway systems

►►Addition of Tang archaeological sitesAddition of Tang archaeological sites

►►Incorporation of Ming Dynasty city roadsIncorporation of Ming Dynasty city roads

►►Use of GIS platformUse of GIS platform





►►Archaeological information added to GISArchaeological information added to GIS





Nature of the Spatial MatrixNature of the Spatial Matrix

►►Rigid Cartesian grid plan not clearly Rigid Cartesian grid plan not clearly 
supported by evidence from largesupported by evidence from large--scale scale 
mapsmaps

►►Spatial Grain: rectilinear and oriented to Spatial Grain: rectilinear and oriented to 
cardinal points cardinal points –– but with discontinuities but with discontinuities 
due to terrain or major buildingsdue to terrain or major buildings



Relationship between City and Relationship between City and 
SuburbsSuburbs

►►Continuous spatial matrixContinuous spatial matrix

►►Continuous avenues and major axesContinuous avenues and major axes

►►Combination of Warring States walled Combination of Warring States walled 
capitals and Qin open capital metropoliscapitals and Qin open capital metropolis



Historical ImplicationsHistorical Implications

►► Manifestation of state control Manifestation of state control 

►► Understanding the relationship between the Understanding the relationship between the 
idealized map of the Tang city and the actual planidealized map of the Tang city and the actual plan

►► Urban growth and change within a semiUrban growth and change within a semi--
permanent matrixpermanent matrix

►► Cultural continuity as expressed in spatial Cultural continuity as expressed in spatial 
organizationorganization



EndEnd

►►ContinuingContinuing work on this project is supported by work on this project is supported by 
the National Science Council of Taiwan and the the National Science Council of Taiwan and the 
Center for GIS of the Academia SinicaCenter for GIS of the Academia Sinica


